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ABSTRACT

to freely intersperse the client and server parts of the application in one language with seamless communication. For
most of these languages, the program is sliced in two: a part
which runs on the server and a part which is compiled to
JavaScript and runs on the client. This allows to write libraries and widgets with both client and server behaviors. It
also provides static guarantees about client-server separation
and a fine-grained notion of composition.
However, programming large-scale software and libraries
still requires a form of larger-scale composition. Indeed, parts
of a library could be entirely on the server or on the client.
Most tierless languages do not support such modular approach to program architecture and do not handle separate
compilation. To solve this problem, we propose to leverage
a well-known tool: ML-style modules. In this article, we
show how to extend the ML module system with tierless
annotations. By doing so, we gain a convenient paradigm
for organizing large-scale software and support for separate compilation on top of the gains provided by tierless
programming languages. Our module system is built as a
complement to Eliom, a tierless web programming language
built on top of OCaml, and retains its good properties such
as static typing of client-server communications and an efficient execution model.

We present a module system for Eliom, a tierless web programming language that extends OCaml. Our module language integrates well with both the Eliom and OCaml languages and supports nice properties of module systems such
as a strong support for abstraction and separate compilation.
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INTRODUCTION

Traditional Web applications are composed of several distinct tiers: Web pages are written in HTML and styled in CSS;
these pages are produced by a server which can be written in
just about any language: PHP, Ruby, C++ . . . ; their dynamic
behavior is controlled through client-side languages such
as JavaScript. The traditional way to compose these languages is to write separate programs for the client and the
server. Then, the programmer is expected to respect a common interface between the two programs. This constraint
is usually not checked automatically, and it is the responsibility of the programmer to ensure that the two programs
behave in a coherent manner. Of course, such checking is
often error-prone. This issue, present in the Web since its
inception, has become even more relevant in modern Web
applications. Furthermore, the unit of composition here is
a whole file (or compilation unit): files contain either client
code or server code but cannot be composed of both client
and server code. Such composition is very coarse-grained
and hinders the modularity of Web programming libraries.
One goal of a modern client-server Web application framework should be to make it possible to build dynamic Web
pages in a composable way. One should be able to define
on the server a function that creates a fragment of a page
together with its associated client-side behavior; this behavior might depend on the function parameters. The so-called
tierless languages aim to solve such modularity issues by
allowing to compose tiers inside expressions, by allowing

1.1

Modules

In modern ML languages, the module language is separate
from the expression language. While the language of expression allows to program “in the small”, the module language
allows to program “in the large”. In most languages, modules
are compilation units: a simple collection of type and value
declarations in a file. The SML module language (MacQueen
1984) uses this notion of collection of declarations (called
structure) and extends it with types (module specifications,
or signatures), functions (parametrized modules, or functors)
and function application, forming a small typed functional
language. Such a module system can account for separate
compilation (Leroy 1994) and provides support for datatype
abstraction (Crary 2017; Leroy 1995), which allows to hide
the implementation of a given type in order to enforce some
invariants. In the history of ML-programming languages,
ML-style modules have been informally shown to be very
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expressive tools to architect software. Functors, in particular, allow to write generic implementations by abstracting
over a complete module. The OCaml language provides such
a module system, extended with various other constructs
such as package types (Russo 2000) (also known as first-class
modules). One distinctive feature is that modules in OCaml
are runtime entities. In contrast to systems such as MLton
(2014), they are not eliminated at compile time.

encapsulation and separation of concern for widgets and
libraries. By combining module abstraction and tierless features, library authors can provide good APIs that do not
expose the details of client-server communication to the
users.
These properties lead us to define a module language,
Eliomm , that extends the tierless core language presented in
Radanne et al. (2016b). During the workshop, we will present
both the expression and the module language used in Eliom
with examples of client-server tierless programs. We will
also present the underlying theoretical aspects, with a focus
on the novelty introduced by our module system.
A preprint of the complete paper is also available (Radanne
and Vouillon 2017).

1.2 Eliom
Eliom (Radanne et al. 2016a,b) is an extension of OCaml for
tierless programming that supports composable and typesafe
client-server interactions. It provides fine-grained modularity by allowing to manipulate on the server, as first class values, fragments of code which will be executed on the client.
Eliom is part of the larger Ocsigen (Balat et al. 2009; Eliom
2017) project, which also includes the compiler js_of_ocaml
(Vouillon and Balat 2014), a Web server, and various related
libraries to build client-server applications. Besides the language presented here, Eliom comes with a complete set of
modules, for server and/or client side Web programming,
such as RPCs; a functional reactive library for Web programming; a GUI toolkit; a powerful session mechanism and an
advanced service identification mechanism (Balat 2014). The
Ocsigen project started in 2004, as a research project, with
the goal of building a complete industrial-strength framework.
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A module language for tierless
programming languages

All of the modules and libraries in Ocsigen, and in particular
in the Eliom framework, are implemented on top of a core
language described in Radanne et al. (2016b). The design of
this core language is guided by four complementary goals:
easy composition of client and server code, type-safe communication between client and server, explicit communications
that are easy to reason about and efficient execution model.
We introduce additional properties that will drive the design
of our module language:
Integration with the host language. Eliom is an extension
of OCaml. We should be able to leverage both the language
and the ecosystem of OCaml. OCaml libraries can be useful
on the server, on the client or on both. As such, any OCaml
file, even when compiled with the regular OCaml compiler,
is a valid Eliom module. Furthermore, we can specify if we
want to use a given library on the client, on the server, or
everywhere.
Abstraction. Module languages are powerful abstraction
tools. By only exposing part of a module, the programmer
can safely hide implementation details and enforce specific
properties. Eliom leverages module abstraction to provide
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